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Neutrinos in the news: 2015

“For the discovery of neutrino oscillations, 
which shows that neutrinos have mass”

SNO
(Art McDonald)

Super-K
(Takaaki Kajita)
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2016

5 experiments, 1,370 physicists. “We think it’s important to 
recognize that an awful lot of hard work by a lot of people 
goes into these experiments,” Ed Witten, chair of the 
Breakthrough physics prize Selection Committee

Daya Bay
T2K

SNO Super-K

KamLAND
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FNAL: Short- and Long-Baseline 
Neutrino Oscillation Program

MiniBOONE, MINOS, NOvA, 
MINERvA, MicroBOONE ...

ICARUS detector arrived 
from Europe

Will be used in a three-
detector short-baseline 
program

DUNE 

Groundbreaking 
ceremony held on July 21
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Neutrino: a desperate 
remedy

Wolfgang Pauli in 1930 postulated a new particle with no 
electric charge 

“ … desperate remedy to save … the law of conservation 
of energy” and angular momentum in radioactive decays

“I have committed the cardinal sin of a theorist. I made a 
prediction which can never be tested, ever, because this 
particle is so weakly interacting that it may never be seen.”

The Missing Energy and the
Neutrino Hypothesis

During the early decades of this 
entury, when radioactivity was first
eing explored and the structure of the
tomic nucleus unraveled, nuclear beta
ecay was observed to cause the trans-

mutation of one element into another.
n that process, a radioactive nucleus
mits an electron (or a beta ray) and 
ncreases its positive charge by one 
nit to become the nucleus of another
lement. A familiar example is the beta
ecay of tritium, the heaviest isotope 
f hydrogen. When it undergoes beta
ecay, tritium emits an electron and
urns into helium-3. 

The process of beta decay was 
udied intensely. In particular, 

cientists measured the energy of the
mitted electron. They knew that a 
efinite amount of nuclear energy was
eleased in each decay reaction and
hat, by the law of energy conservation,
he released energy had to be shared by 
he recoil nucleus and the electron. 

The requirements of energy conser-
ation, combined with those of momen-
um conservation, implied that the 
lectron should always carry away the
ame amount of energy (see the box
Beta Decay and the Missing Energy”
n the facing page). That expectation
eemed to be borne out in some experi-

ments, but in 1914, to the great conster-
ation of many, James Chadwick
howed definitively that the electrons
mitted in beta decay did not have one
nergy or even a discrete set of ener-
ies. Instead, they had a continuous
pectrum of energies. Whenever the
lectron energy was at the maximum
bserved, the total energy before and
fter the reaction was the same, that is,
nergy was conserved. But in all other
ases, some of the energy released in
he decay process appeared to be lost. 

In late 1930, Wolfgang Pauli 
ndeavored to save the time-honored
aw of energy conservation by propos-
ng what he himself considered a 
desperate remedy” (see the box “The

Desperate Remedy” on this page)—

4 December 1930
Gloriastr.

Zürich
Physical Institute of the
Federal Institute of Technology (ETH)
Zürich
Dear radioactive ladies and gentlemen,
As the bearer of these lines, to whom I ask you to listen

graciously, will explain more exactly, considering the
‘false’ statistics of N-14 and Li-6 nuclei, as well as the
continuous b-spectrum, I have hit upon a desperate remedy 
to save the “exchange theorem”* of statistics and the energy
theorem. Namely [there is] the possibility that there could
exist in the nuclei electrically neutral particles that I
wish to call neutrons,** which have spin 1/2 and obey the
exclusion principle, and additionally differ from light quan-
ta in that they do not travel with the velocity of light:
The mass of the neutron must be of the same order of magni-
tude as the electron mass and, in any case, not larger than
0.01 proton mass. The continuous b-spectrum would then become
understandable by the assumption that in b decay a neutron
is emitted together with the electron, in such a way that
the sum of the energies of neutron and electron is constant.

Now, the next question is what forces act upon the neu-
trons. The most likely model for the neutron seems to me to
be, on wave mechanical grounds (more details are known by
the bearer of these lines), that the neutron at rest is a
magnetic dipole of a certain moment m. Experiment probably
required that the ionizing effect of such a neutron should
not be larger than that of a g ray, and thus m should prob-
ably not be larger than e.10-13 cm.

But I don’t feel secure enough to publish anything 
about this idea, so I first turn confidently to you, dear 
radioactives, with a question as to the situation concerning
experimental proof of such a neutron, if it has something
like about 10 times the penetrating capacity of a g ray.

I admit that my remedy may appear to have a small a
priori probability because neutrons, if they exist, would
probably have long ago been seen. However, only those who
wager can win, and the seriousness of the situation of the
continuous b-spectrum can be made clear by the saying of my
honored predecessor in office, Mr. Debye, who told me a short
while ago in Brussels, “One does best not to think about
that at all, like the new taxes.” Thus one should earnestly
discuss every way of salvation.—So, dear radioactives, put 
it to test and set it right.—Unfortunately, I cannot 
personally appear in Tübingen, since I am indispensable here
on account of a ball taking place in Zürich in the night
from 6 to 7 of December.—With many greetings to you, also to
Mr. Back, your devoted servant,

W. Pauli

*In the 1957 lecture, Pauli explains, “This reads: exclusion
principle (Fermi statistics) and half-integer spin for an odd
number of particles; Bose statistics and integer spin for an
even number of particles.”

This letter, with the footnote above, was printed in the September 1978 issue of 
Physics Today.

**Pauli originally called the new particle the neutron (or the “neutral one”). Later, Fermi 
renamed it the neutrino (or the “little neutral one”). 

Number 25  1997  Los Alamos Science  

The Reines-Cowan Experiments

Beta Decay and the Missing Energy

In all types of radioactive decay, a radioactive nucleus does not only emit alpha, beta, or gamma radiation, but it also converts
mass into energy as it goes from one state of definite energy (or equivalent rest mass M1) to a state of lower energy (or smaller
rest mass M2). To satisfy the law of energy conservation, the total energy before and after the reaction must remain constant, so
the mass difference must appear as its energy equivalent (kinetic energy plus rest mass energy) among the reaction products. 

Early observations of beta decay suggested that a nucleus 
decays from one state to a state with one additional unit of
positive charge by emitting a single electron (a beta ray). 
The amount of energy released is typically several million
electron volts (MeV), much greater than the rest mass energy
of the electron (0.51 MeV). Now, if a nucleus at rest decays
into two bodies—the final nucleus and the electron—the law 
of momentum conservation implies that the two must separate
with equal and opposite momentum (see top illustration).
Thus, conservation of energy and momentum implied that the
electron from a given beta-decay process would be emitted
with a constant energy.

Moreover, since a nucleus is thousands of times heavier than
an electron, its recoil velocity would be negligible compared with
that of the electron, and the constant electron energy would
carry off just about all the energy released by the decay.

The graph (center) shows the unexpected results obtained
from experiment. The electrons from beta decay were not
emitted with a constant energy. Instead, they were emitted
with a continuous spectrum of energies up to the expected
value. In most instances, some of the energy released in the
decay appeared to be lost. Scientists of the time wondered
whether to abandon the law of energy conservation when 
considering nuclear processes.

Three-Body Decay and the Neutrino Hypothesis. 
Pauli’s solution to the energy crisis was to propose that the
nucleus underwent beta decay and was transformed into three
bodies: the final nucleus, the electron, and a new type of 
particle that was electrically neutral, at least as light as the
electron, and very difficult to detect (see bottom illustration).
Thus, the constant energy expected for the electron alone was
really being shared between these two light particles, and the
electron was being emitted with the observed spectrum of 
energies without violating the energy conservation law. 

Pauli made his hypothesis in 1930, two years before Chadwick
discovered the neutron, and he originally called the new parti-
cle the neutral one (or neutron). Later, when Fermi proposed his famous theory of beta decay (see the box “Fermi’s Theory of
Beta Decay and Neutrino Processes” on the next page), he renamed it the neutrino, which in Italian means the “little neutral one.” 

Two-Body Final State

Three-Body Final State
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Electron Antineutrino

(N, Z)       (N − 1, Z + 1) + e– + ν  .

where N = number of neutrons, and
Z = number of protons.

Observed
   spectrum of
      energies

Tritium (2, 1)

Helium-3 (1, 2)

Recoil nucleus and 
electron separate 
with equal and 
opposite momentum.

he Reines-Cowan Experiments

Los Alamos Science Number 25  1997

The Desperate Remedy
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Neutrino interactions

Enrico Fermi called it a “neutrino” (a little 
neutron in Italian) and developed the first 
theory of weak interactions (1933)

He submitted it to Nature, 

which rejected it because it contained 
``speculations too remote from reality to be of 
interest to the reader” 

�Lweak ⇠ GFJ
µJµ ⇠ GF ( ̄n�

µ p)( ̄e�µ ⌫)

Nucleon current
(neutron/proton)

Lepton current
(electron/neutrino)

Basic Current-Current Interaction

n

ν

GF

e–

p

1938
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Detecting neutrinos

“There is no practically possible way of observing the 
neutrino.” Hans Bethe (1934)

In 1956, Los Alamos scientists Frederick Reines and Clyde 
Cowan proved Bethe wrong, by placing a large detector 
next to a nuclear reactor at Savanna River 

 "So why did we want to detect the free neutrino? 
Because everybody said, you couldn’t do it." (F. Reines)

They were dissuaded from their original idea to use 
an atomic bomb as a source

1995GF ⇠ 10�5GeV �2

� ⇠ G2
FE

2 ⇠ 10�44cm2 for a MeV neutrino
m.f.p. ⇠ (�n)�1 ⇠ 10 lyIn normal matter,
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What other sources of 
neutrinos are there?
How about the Sun?

The solar core contains a perfectly self-
regulating thermonuclear reactor

MeV neutrinos go through the Sun without 
scattering even once

If one could measure these neutrinos, one 
could look directly into the center of the 
Sun
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The Homestake solar 
neutrino experiment

John Bahcall (theory) and 
Ray Davis (experiment)

Apparatus: a tank of 
100,000 gallons of dry 
cleaning fluid (olympic-size 
pool), deep in a remote 
gold mine in South Dakota, 
4850 feet underground

Every few weeks, 
extracted Ar, formed 
by ⌫e +37 Cl ! e� +37 Ar
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The solar neutrino 
problem

Bahcall’s solar model calculation predicted 
that about 51 atoms (!!) of Argon should be 
extracted every time. Daunting task!

Davis was extracting only about 17

This discrepancy persisted month after 
month, year after year, for several decades 
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Flavor oscillations
1962: two kinds of neutrinos (Lederman, Schwartz, 
Steinberger at BNL), muon and electron

The Sun only produces electron neutrinos

Not enough energy in nuclear reactions to make muons

What if these electron neutrinos convert (“oscillate”) into 
the muon flavor on the way to us? Quantum interferometer, 
sensitive to tiny mass differences

Gribov and Pontecorvo (1969); building on Pontecorvo 
(1957); Maki, Nakagawa, Sakata (1962); Pontecorvo (1967)

But masslessness looked like a great virtue of the theory 
(elegant Lagrangian, left-handedness)
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Matter matters

Wolfenstein 1978: matter effect, by analogy 
with the Kaon regeneration in matter

Coherent forward scattering (index of 
refraction) is different for νe and νµ, ντ 
(birefringence)

Correct equations (up to the sign and √2)

But ... he did not actually solve the evolution 
equations in the solar density profile
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MSW, 1985-86

Mikheev and Smirnov solved 
the flavor evolution equation

Found that large conversion is 
possible when

The paper is originally rejected

 The authors repackaged it in 
the supernova neutrino context, 
burying the word “resonance”

see arxiv:0706.0454

5

The authors are indebted to L. Wolfenstein, G. T.
Zatsepin, A. Yu. Ignat’ev, D. K. Nadezhin, V. A.
Rubakov, V. G. Ryasni, and M. E. Shaposhnikov for
useful discussions.
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Translated by S. Chomet

Comments (June 2007)

1. This paper presents, in particular, our first ana-
lytic results on the adiabatic conversion of neutrinos
in matter. It has been written in summer-fall 1985. In
attempt to avoid problems with publication (we had
before), we tried to hide the term “resonance”, and
did not discussed applications to the solar neutrinos;
also we have not included references to our previous
papers on the resonance enhancement of neutrino os-
cillations.

This short paper has been submitted to JETP
Letters in the fall 1985 and successfully ... rejected.
It was resubmitted to JETP in December of 1985.
The results of the paper have been reported at the
6th Moriond workshop in January 1986 and included
in several later reviews. The paper was reprinted in
“Solar Neutrinos: The first Thirty Years”, Ed. J. N.
Bahcall, et al., Addison-Wesley 1995.

2. The differential equation of third order for the
survival probability P , Eq. (1), has been derived
from a system of three differential equations for P ,
R ≡ Re⟨νe|νµ⟩, and I ≡ Im⟨νe|νµ⟩. The system of
equations has been obtained in our first paper: Sov.
J. Nucl. Phys. 42, 913 (1985), (Yad. Fiz. 42, 1441
(1985)).

3. Analytic results of sec. 3, have been derived
neglecting the high order derivatives d3P/dt3 and
d2P/dt2 in Eq. (1) which is implied by the adiabatic
condition. The resulting equation,

M(M2 + 4M̄2)
dP

dt
− 2M̄2

dM

dt
(2P − 1) = 0,

can be easily integrated:

P =
1

2
+

!

P0 −
1

2

"

#

n2
0

+ 1

n0

n√
n2 + 1

.

With the initial condition

P (0) = 1 −
1

2
sin2 2θ0

m = 1 −
1

2(n2
0
+ 1)

it leads to the adiabatic conversion formula (16).
Noticing that

n√
n2 + 1

= cos 2θm,
n0

#

n2
0

+ 1
= cos 2θ0

m

one realizes immediately that Eqs. (16) and (18) coin-
cide with the adiabatic formulas that usually appear
in literature.

Sov. Phys. JETP 64 (1) July 1986

p
2GFn(r) ⇠ �m2/2E⌫
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Proton decay searches

IMB came online in 1982

KamiokaNDE in April 
1983

Would detect proton 
decay for half-life of 
1031 years

To their great 
disappointment, no 
decays observed!
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What else could the 
Kamiokande detector do?
Investigate the atmospheric neutrino BG

Look at the “solar neutrino problem”

Necessary upgrades and troubleshooting 
completed by January 1987 
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February 23/24, 
1987

A few astronomers in Chile 
were getting ready to take 

routine pictures of the 
Large Magellanic Cloud
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Supernova 1987A    
23 February 1987     

February 23/24, 
1987

To their great surprise, 
there was an extremely 
bright star that should 
not have been there
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February 23/24, 1987, 
neutrino detectors

11 interactions were observed by Kamiokande in a 10 second 
window, 2 hours before first optical observation

8 more interactions were seen in the same time window at 
IMB

5 more at the Baksan Scintillator Telescope

This may not seem that impressive. But these neutrinos came 
from another galaxy, 166,000 light years away

The source has to be mind-boggling, ~15% of the rest 
mass of the Sun in neutrinos

Only gravity can be this efficient
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What happens when fuel 
in the center is exhausted?

Picture from http://large.stanford.edu/courses/2008/ph204/deaconu1/
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Critical stellar mass

Gravitational binding energy goes like (M❊/MPl)2/R4, 
while degeneracy energy for relativistic electrons 
goes like (M❊/MN)4/3 /R4 

The critical mass (Chandrasekhar) ~ MPl3/MN2 ~ M⊙!! 
We live in an amazing universe!

An accurate calculation with all coefficients yields 
1.4 M⊙. An object more massive than this cannot be 
supported by electron degeneracy pressure -> 
collapses to nuclear densities
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Map data ©2016 Google 2 mi 

Final Neutron Star 
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A gravity-powered neutrino bomb

The binding energy of the core is GNM2/R ~ 3*1053 ergs; initially 
stored in the Fermi seas of e’s & νe’s

This energy is carried out by neutrinos, which diffuse out on the 
time scale of a few seconds: 

t ~ R2/cλ ~ 1012 cm2/(3 cm 3*1010cm/s) ~ 10 s

>99% of all energy is emitted in neutrinos

A core-collapse supernova shines in neutrinos as 1020 Suns. 
Instantaneously outshines the visible universe.

The object cools and settles to a neutron star (black hole?). 

Borderline: Schwarzschild radius Rs ~ 2GNM/c2 ~ 4 km
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Neutrino self-MSW

10% of the rest mass of the collapsed core (~ 1.4 M⊙) 
is emitted in 1058 neutrinos in a burst lasting δt ~ 
seconds

At ~ 100 km, the number density of streaming 
neutrinos is 

~ 1058/4πr2cδt ~1032 cm-3

Comparable to the number density of matter

Neutrinos oscillate collectively, phenomenon 
inaccessible in the lab
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 * See LBNE science document, 1307.7335

WC

LAr
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PDG 1996
http://pdg.lbl.gov/1996/www_2ltab.ps
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Review of Particle Physics: C. Caso et al. (Particle Data Group), European Physical Journal C3, 1 (1998)

νµνµνµνµ J = 1
2

Mass m < 0.17 MeV, CL = 90%
Mean life/mass, τ/mνµ

> 15.4 s/eV, CL = 90%

Magnetic moment µ < 7.4 × 10−10 µB , CL = 90%

ντντντντ J = 1
2

Mass m < 18.2 MeV, CL = 95%
Magnetic moment µ < 5.4 × 10−7 µB , CL = 90%
Electric dipole moment d < 5.2 × 10−17 e cm, CL = 95%

Number of Light Neutrino TypesNumber of Light Neutrino TypesNumber of Light Neutrino TypesNumber of Light Neutrino Types

(including νe, νµ, and ντ )

Number N = 2.994 ± 0.012 (Standard Model fits to LEP data)
Number N = 3.07 ± 0.12 (Direct measurement of invisible Z

width)

Massive Neutrinos andMassive Neutrinos andMassive Neutrinos andMassive Neutrinos and
Lepton Mixing, Searches forLepton Mixing, Searches forLepton Mixing, Searches forLepton Mixing, Searches for

For excited leptons, see Compositeness Limits below.

See the Particle Listings for a Note “Neutrino Mass” giving details of
neutrinos, masses, mixing, and the status of experimental searches.

While no direct, uncontested evidence for massive neutrinos or lepton
mixing has been obtained, suggestive evidence has come from solar neu-
trino observations, from anomalies in the relative fractions of νe and νµ
observed in energetic cosmic-ray air showers, and possibly from a νe ap-
pearance experiment at Los Alamos. Sample limits are:

Stable Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsStable Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsStable Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsStable Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass Limits

Mass m > 45.0 GeV, CL = 95% (Dirac)
Mass m > 39.5 GeV, CL = 95% (Majorana)

Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsNeutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsNeutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsNeutral Heavy Lepton Mass Limits

Mass m > 69.0 GeV, CL = 95% (Dirac νL coupling to e, µ, τ
with

!!Uℓ j
!!2 > 10−12)

Mass m > 58.2 GeV, CL = 95% (Majorana νL coupling to e,
µ, τ with

!!Uℓ j
!!2 > 10−12)

HTTP://PDG.LBL.GOV Page 10 Created: 6/12/1998 14:32PDG 1998
http://pdg.lbl.gov/1998/sumtab/02lw.pdf

Review of Particle Physics: C. Caso et al. (Particle Data Group), European Physical Journal C3, 1 (1998)

Solar NeutrinosSolar NeutrinosSolar NeutrinosSolar Neutrinos

Detectors using gallium (Eν 0.2 MeV), chlorine (Eν 0.8 MeV),
and Ĉerenkov effect in water (Eν 7 MeV) measure significantly
lower neutrino rates than are predicted from solar models. The deficit
in the solar neutrino flux compared with solar model calculations
could be explained by oscillations with ∆m2 ≤ 10−5 eV2 causing
the disappearance of νe .

Atmospheric NeutrinosAtmospheric NeutrinosAtmospheric NeutrinosAtmospheric Neutrinos

Underground detectors observing neutrinos produced by cosmic rays
in the atmosphere have measured a νµ/νe ratio much less than ex-
pected and also a deficiency of upward going νµ compared to down-
ward. This could be explained by oscillations leading to the disap-
pearance of νµ with ∆m2 ≈ 10−3 to 10−2 eV2.

ν oscillation: νe ̸→ νe (θ = mixing angle)ν oscillation: νe ̸→ νe (θ = mixing angle)ν oscillation: νe ̸→ νe (θ = mixing angle)ν oscillation: νe ̸→ νe (θ = mixing angle)

∆m2 < 9 × 10−4 eV2, CL = 90% (if sin22θ = 1)
sin22θ < 0.02, CL = 90% (if ∆(m2) is large)

ν oscillation: νµ (νµ) → νe (νe) (any combination)ν oscillation: νµ (νµ) → νe (νe) (any combination)ν oscillation: νµ (νµ) → νe (νe) (any combination)ν oscillation: νµ (νµ) → νe (νe) (any combination)

∆m2 < 0.075 eV2, CL = 90% (if sin22θ = 1)
sin22θ < 1.8× 10−3, CL = 90% (if ∆(m2) is large)

HTTP://PDG.LBL.GOV Page 11 Created: 6/12/1998 14:32
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Citation: D.E. Groom et al. (Particle Data Group), Eur. Phys. Jour. C15, 1 (2000) (URL: http://pdg.lbl.gov)

Number of Light Neutrino TypesNumber of Light Neutrino TypesNumber of Light Neutrino TypesNumber of Light Neutrino Types

(including νe, νµ, and ντ )

Number N = 2.994 ± 0.012 (Standard Model fits to LEP data)
Number N = 3.00 ± 0.06 (Direct measurement of invisible Z

width)

Massive Neutrinos andMassive Neutrinos andMassive Neutrinos andMassive Neutrinos and
Lepton Mixing, Searches forLepton Mixing, Searches forLepton Mixing, Searches forLepton Mixing, Searches for

For excited leptons, see Compositeness Limits below.

See the Particle Listings for a Note “Neutrino Mass” giving details of
neutrinos, masses, mixing, and the status of experimental searches.

There is now rather convincing evidence that neutrinos have nonzero
mass from the apparent observation of neutrino oscillations, where the
neutrinos come from π (or K ) → µ → e decays in the atmosphere; the
mesons are produced in cosmic-ray cascades.

Stable Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsStable Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsStable Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsStable Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass Limits

Mass m > 45.0 GeV, CL = 95% (Dirac)
Mass m > 39.5 GeV, CL = 95% (Majorana)

Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsNeutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsNeutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsNeutral Heavy Lepton Mass Limits

Mass m > 83.3 GeV, CL = 95%
(Dirac νL coupling to e, µ, τ ; conservative case(τ ))

Mass m > 73.5 GeV, CL = 95%
(Majorana νL coupling to e, µ, τ ; conservative case(τ ))

Solar NeutrinosSolar NeutrinosSolar NeutrinosSolar Neutrinos

Detectors using gallium (Eν
>∼ 0.2 MeV), chlorine (Eν

>∼ 0.8 MeV),
and Ĉerenkov effect in water (Eν

>∼ 7 MeV) measure significantly
lower neutrino rates than are predicted from solar models. The deficit
in the solar neutrino flux compared with solar model calculations
could be explained by oscillations with ∆m2 ≤ 10−5 eV2 causing
the disappearance of νe .

HTTP://PDG.LBL.GOV Page 11 Created: 9/19/2000 13:11
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FIG. 3: Zenith angle distributions of FC e-like, µ-like, PC,
and UPµ are shown for data (filled circles with statistical
error bars), MC distributions without oscillation (boxes) and
best-fit distributions (dashed). The non-oscillated MC shows
the distribution without fitting and the box height shows the
statistical error. In the case of non-zero θ13, matter enhanced
excess of electron-like events is expected in the zenith angle of
−1 < cos θ < −0.2 regions in the multi-GeV 1-ring and multi-
ring electron-like samples. The νµ in the resonance regions
populate mainly in the multi-GeV single-ring muon, multi-
ring muon, two PC, and UP stopping µ samples.
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What we presently know about neutrinos

• Two mass splittings, 

• Δm2atm ~2.3 x10-3 eV2, 

• Δm2sol ~7 x10-5 eV2

• Three mixing angles, 

• θ23~ 45∘±8∘, 

• θ12~ 34∘±1∘, 

• θ13~ 8.7∘±0.3∘

• θ13: from unknown to best measured in a 
blink of an eye

Known unknowns:
mass hierarchy

CP phase δ,
Dirac or Majorana
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Long-baseline neutrinos: 3-flavor oscillations

• Two channels, solar and atmospheric, interfere

• Relevant scales: assuming

• The solar term is ~10% of atm. Upon interference, ~20% modulation (hence, 
search for CP requires precision)
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FIG. 2: Here we examine MINOS sensitivity to NSI in the nor-
mal (upper panel) and inverted hierarchy (lower). The lighter re-
gion comes from varying the vacuum phase � with SM physics only,
while the darker regions come from including NSI with |⇥e⌥ | = 0.4
and varying the NSI phase with the vacuum phase set to zero.

to [12] we have taken only |⇥e⌥ | nonzero and restored explic-
itly the phases of both the vacuum and the NSI pieces. For
typical energies E⌅ = 2 GeV, ⌃23 = ⇧/4, and ⌃13 = 8.7⌅, the
relevant parameters in the problem are

�sin2⌃13 = 0.87⇥10�13 eV, (6)⌦
2GF ne cos⌃23 = 0.76⇥10�13 eV, (7)

�⇤ sin2⌃12 = 0.09⇥10�13 eV. (8)

The physics behind the general form of Eq. (3) can be
understood as follows. The ⌅µ ⌥ ⌅e conversion amplitude
receives contributions from two frequencies, related to the
“atmospheric” (�1 � 2�) and the smaller “matter” (�2 �
�
⌦

2GF ne) splittings (the “solar” �⇤ is smaller still and is
for simplicity neglected). In the standard case (no NSI), the
term �sin2⌃13ei� drives the conversion ⌅µ ⌥ ⌅e with the at-
mospheric oscillation frequency, as captured by the G1 term
in Eq. (3). The smaller off-diagonal “solar” term �⇤ sin2⌃12,
captured by the G2 term, also drives the transition, but with a
smaller frequency, �2.

The standard CP violation search is based on the interfer-
ence of the terms in Eqs. (6) and (8). The magnitude of in-

terference is dictated by the phase � , which is responsible for
CP violation, and by the oscillation phases, arg

�
ei�1,2L �1

⇥
,

in the two channels. Furthermore, since the solar term (8) is
an order of magnitude smaller than the atmospheric one, CP
violation appears as a subleading effect, modifying the lead-
ing probability due to Eq. (6) by at most ⇧ 20% (when the
interference is maximally constructive or destructive). Its ob-
servation thus requires sufficient experimental precision.

The presence of nonzero ⇥e⌥ NSI modifies the amplitudes
of both channels. Physically, ordinary oscillations generate
⌅⌥ , which ⇥e⌥ then converts into ⌅e. With |⇥e⌥ | of order 0.2-
0.4 and E⌅ ⇧ 2 GeV, the hierarchy of terms in Eqs. (6,7,8)
becomes: atm > NSI > sol. Thus, the expected NSI effect is
still subleading, but in general larger than the standard signal
of CP violation. The observable effect of NSI then depends at
leading order on the relative phase �⌅ �� . As an illustration,
when this relative phase is zero and |⇥e⌥ |= 0.2, one expects a
⇧ 30% enhancement on top of the leading atmospheric prob-
ability.

We finish this section with two important corollaries to the
above discussion. First, since ordinary oscillations form the
necessary first stage of the conversion, at high neutrino energy
E⌅ , the ⌅e ⌥ ⌅µ conversion probability goes to zero even in
the presence of nonzero ⇥e⌥ . Thus, while naively one might
expect nonstandard matter effects to be cleanly manifested
at high energies1, this is not so for ⇥e⌥ . The best energy to
probe ⇥e⌥ in ⌅µ ⌥ ⌅e conversion is at the appearance maxi-
mum. Thus, NO⌅A (and and its proposed successor, LBNE)
are suitable experiments to look for this type of new physics.

The second observation is that the recent measurement of
large ⌃13 is crucial in giving MINOS, NO⌅A, and LBNE sen-
sitivity to NSI, since the NSI-driven conversion interferes with
the “standard” amplitude driven by ⌃13. As an illustration,
consider the fact that with ⌃13 = 0 and |⇥e⌥ | = 0.2 this prob-
ability at NO⌅A is below 0.005, even with constructive NSI-
solar interference. This signal is certainly below the sensitiv-
ity reach of the next generation of long-baseline experiments.
To get an observable signal at MINOS, P

�
⌅µ ⌥ ⌅e

⇥
⇧ 0.05,

with ⌃13 = 0 requires large NSI, |⇥e⌥ | ⌃ 0.9 [12]. Since in
the past year the value of ⌃13 was measured to be sufficiently
large, it is time to revisit the sensitivity of MINOS to NSI.

III. MINOS

Of the long-baseline oscillation experiments that already
have data, MINOS provides the best sensitivity to NSI. This is
due to their relatively long baseline and the resolution of their
P(⌅µ ⌥ ⌅e) measurements. In fact, as we show below, the
⌅e appearance search by MINOS [39] has already started ap-
proaching the region of the parameter space favored by solar
data.

We begin by asking what the NSI sensitivity of MINOS is in

1 Which is indeed true for, e.g., ⇥µ⌥ . In that case, one expects ⌅µ ⌥ ⌅⌥
conversion at high energy.
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CP violation at DUNE δCP will be inferred from 
reconstructed spectra

Adams et al., arXiv:1307.7335
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That appearance experiment at Los Alamos
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A search for nm ! ne oscillations has been conducted at the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility by
using nm from m1 decay at rest. The ne are detected via the reaction ne p ! e1 n, correlated with a
g from np ! dg (2.2 MeV). The use of tight cuts to identify e1 events with correlated g rays yields
22 events with e1 energy between 36 and 60 MeV and only 4.6 6 0.6 background events. A fit to
the e1 events between 20 and 60 MeV yields a total excess of 51.0120.2

219.5 6 8.0 events. If attributed
to nm ! ne oscillations, this corresponds to an oscillation probability of (0.31 6 0.12 6 0.05)%.
[S0031-9007(96)01375-0]

PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq, 13.15.+g

We present the results from a search for neutrino os-
cillations using the Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector
(LSND) apparatus described in Ref. [1]. The existence of
neutrino oscillations would imply that neutrinos have mass
and that there is mixing among the different flavors of neu-
trinos. Candidate events in a search for the transformation
nm ! ne from neutrino oscillations with the LSND de-
tector have previously been reported [2] for data taken in
1993 and 1994. Data taken in 1995 have been included in
this paper, and the analysis has been made more efficient.
Protons are accelerated by the Los Alamos Meson

Physics Facility (LAMPF) linac to 800MeV kinetic energy
and pass through a series of targets, culminating with the
A6 beam stop. The primary neutrino flux comes from p1

produced in a 30-cm-long water target in the A6 beam stop
[1]. The total charge delivered to the beam stop while
the detector recorded data was 1787 C in 1993, 5904 C
in 1994, and 7081 C in 1995. Neutrino fluxes used in our
calculations include upstream targets and changes in target
configuration during these three years of data taking.
Most of the p1 come to rest and decay through

the sequence p1 ! m1nm, followed by m1 ! e1nenm,
supplying nm with a maximum energy of 52.8 MeV. The
energy dependence of the nm flux from decay at rest

(DAR) is very well known, and the absolute value is
known to 7% [1,3]. The open space around the target
is short compared to the pion decay length, so only 3% of
the p1 decay in flight (DIF). A much smaller fraction
(approximately 0.001%) of the muons DIF, due to the
difference in lifetimes and that a p1 must first DIF. The
total nm flux averaged over the detector volume, including
contributions from upstream targets and all elements of
the beam stop, was 7.6 3 10210nmycm2yprotony.
A ne component in the beam comes from the sym-

metrical decay chain starting with a p2. This back-
ground is suppressed by three factors in this experiment.
First, p1 production is about 8 times the p2 produc-
tion in the beam stop. Second, 95% of p2 come to rest
and are absorbed before decay in the beam stop. Third,
88% of m2 from p2 DIF are captured from atomic or-
bit, a process which does not give a ne. Thus the rela-
tive yield, compared to the positive channel, is estimated
to be , s1y8d 3 0.05 3 0.12 ≠ 7.5 3 1024. A detailed
Monte Carlo simulation [3] gives a value of 7.8 3 1024

for the flux ratio of ne to nm.
The detector is a tank filled with 167 metric tons of dilute

liquid scintillator, located about 30 m from the neutrino
source and surrounded on all sides except the bottom
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Short-baseline oscillations?

• Hints for Δm2 ~ 1-3 eV2

• Accumulated by a number of 
experiments: LSND, MiniBOONE, 
reactor flux anomaly, radioactive 
sources

• While a number of other 
oscillation searches have obtained 
valuable constraints (ICARUS, 
IceCube, etc), no conclusive 
resolution after two decades

• See, e.g., C. Giunti, arXiv:
1609.04688 for review
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Will be tested in the next several years

• Fermilab short-baseline program

• three detectors in the same beam, at different baselines

• SBND, MicroBOONE, ICARUS

• Reactor experiments

• Precision Reactor Oscillation and SPECTrum Experiment (PROSPECT) 
deployed at short distances from the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) at 
ORNL

• optically segmented antineutrino target of 6Li-doped liquid scintillator 
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Sterile neutrinos: cosmological problems?

• Recent results from Planck measure relativistic energy density in the 
universe at matter/rad equality -> CMB decoupling

• Planck 2015 [arXiv:1502.01589] reports Neff=3.15±0.23 and for the 
mass mν < 0.23 eV

• Are sterile neutrinos that the SBN program plans to search for 
already ruled out by cosmology?
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Window into new physics?

• In the minimal cosmological scenario sterile neutrinos thermalize with the 
SM, via oscillations + collisions 

• If sterile neutrinos are confirmed, the neutrino cosmology must be 
nonminimal

• An intriguing possibility is that sterile neutrinos carry a new force (“dark 
sector”) 

• these interactions induce a MSW potential that suppresses mixing in the 
early universe 

• Babu & Rothstein, Phys.Lett. (1992) + many since
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In summary
We peeked into stellar interiors, discovered NEW particle 
physics. What next?

A number of hints: short-baseline anomalies, cosmological 
tensions 

Short-baseline oscillations could be reconciled with 
cosmology with additional physics in the hidden sector

A very specific window of mediator parameters allowed, will 
be completely covered in the near future (CMB-S4, 
IceCube-Gen2).

This window happens to have the right properties for 
self-interacting and neutrino-coupled dark matter

Neutrino physics has entered its golden age
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Additional slides
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Intricate problem

Details in arXiv:1605.06506

• We carefully analyzed the numerous physical regimes of the problem:

• Heavy mediator, Light mediator, Resonant mediator, sparse collisions, quantum Zeno-
suppressed, Non-freestreaming at CMB epoch ...

• We found that for the oscillation parameters suggested by the oscillation “anomalies” the 
thermalization temperature has a fundamental lower limit

• This is very close to 1 MeV of weak decoupling. The mechanism only works in a specific 
parameter window. 

• The mediator masses are in the range ~ 10-3-102 MeV. 

• This entire range will be probed in the near future.

T0 ⇠ (sin2 2✓(�m2)2Mpl)
1/5 ⇠ 200 keV
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Neutrino-neutrino collider and IceCube
• Hidden interactions will make 

neutrino mass eigenstates scatter 
on each other

• The universe is filled with relic 
neutrinos. May no longer be 
transparent to neutrinos of ultra 
high energies

• Recently, IceCube has observed 
such neutrinos! Next generation 
upgrade in the works. It will have 
10 times statistics, tell us if there 
are indeed absorption features in 
the spectrum 

• presently, there are hints

m2
� = s ⇡ 2m⌫E⌫

=) m� ⇠
p
(10�1 eV)(1015 eV) ⇠ 107 eV
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What other hints are there?

• Thanks to late recoupling, we have a fractional Neff

• 1 eV sterile neutrino with a fractional population can help alleviate tension 
between sigma8 and the Hubble constant measured by Planck and locally

• Local measurements of the Hubble constant are higher, see Planck 
papers, arXiv:1303.5076v3 and 1502.01589

• Well explained in Wyman, Rudd, Vanderveld and W. Hu, arXiv:1307.7715.
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Portal to self-interacting dark matter?

• As already mentioned, DM self-interactions could help with small-scale 
structure

• DM-DM scattering. Required cross section is

• The mediator particle in the <10 MeV range could do it

• Just what we have in our secluded window

• coupling between dark matter and neutrinos may further help alleviate the 
structure problems

• Details in arXiv:1411.1071

� ⇠ 1 cm2(mX/g) ⇠ 10�24 cm2(mX/GeV)
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Detail in arXiv:1605.06506
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Light mediators: excluded by free-streaming

• For sufficiently large coupling, 
neutrinos, even the ones 
predominantly active, scatter 
even at the CMB epoch

• In conflict with PLANCK 

Friedland, Zurek, Bashinsky, 
0704.3271

Here, geff is effective coupling, g sin𝜭 " "

geff < (Trec/Mpl)
1/4(m�/Trec)

geff < 10�7(m�/1 eV)
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What is the physics of Planck’s sensitivity?

• Comparing the same populations of free-streaming and coupled neutrinos, the 
“background” effects on the expansion rate is the same

• The difference is in the evolution of perturbations: the scalar mediated 
interactions could turn neutrinos into a fluid

• Fluid density perturbations evolve differently from free-streaming neutrinos

• Gravity of neutrino perturbations during radiation domination affects the 
evolution of the perturbations in photon-baryon plasma

• The effect is not large, at ~20% level for density fluctuations

• P. J. E. Peebles, Astrophys. J. 180, 1 (1973)
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Free-streaming neutrinos and CMB

• Suppress the power of CMB fluctuations

• Shift the peaks by 

• Effect only present for multipoles that enter horizon before matter-radiation 
equality, zeq.

�Cl/Cl ⇠ �0.5⇢FS/⇢rad

�l ⇠ �57⇢FS/⇢rad

Hu & Sugiyama, Astrophys. J. 1996

Bashinsky & Seljak, Phys. Rev. D 2004
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